In this paper we use orderly algorithms to enumerate (perfect) one-factorizations of complete graphs, the automorphism groups of which contain certain prescribed subgroups. We showed that, for the complete graph Ki2, excluding those one-factorizations containing exactly one automorphism of six disjoint cycles of length two, there are precisely 56391 nonisomorphic one-factorizations of Ki2 with nontrivial automorphism groups. We also determined that there are precisely 21 perfect one-factorizations of Ku that have nontrivial automorphism groups.
Abstract.
In this paper we use orderly algorithms to enumerate (perfect) one-factorizations of complete graphs, the automorphism groups of which contain certain prescribed subgroups. We showed that, for the complete graph Ki2, excluding those one-factorizations containing exactly one automorphism of six disjoint cycles of length two, there are precisely 56391 nonisomorphic one-factorizations of Ki2 with nontrivial automorphism groups. We also determined that there are precisely 21 perfect one-factorizations of Ku that have nontrivial automorphism groups.
Introduction.
A one-factorization (OF) of a complete graph K2n is a partition of the edge-set of K2n into 2n -1 one-factors, each of which contains n edges that partition the vertex-set of K2n. Although it is well known that there exists an OF of K2n for every positive integer n [5] , the problem of determining N(2n), the number of pairwise nonisomorphic OFs of K2n, appears to be a difficult one. Wallis [16] gave a lower bound for N(2n) and showed that N(2n) > 2 for n > 4. Later, Lindner et al. (see [9] ) and Cameron (see [1] and [2] ) proved that N(2n) goes to infinity with n. The best known lower bound on N(2n) is derived by Cameron in [2] . He proved the following result. THEOREM 1.1. For sufficiently large nonnegative n, there holds \nN(2n) « 2n2ln2n.
In fact, the exact values of N(2n) are only known for a few small values of n, as stated in the following theorem. THEOREM 1.2. For 2n = 2,4, and 6, there is a unique one-factorization of K2n (up to isomorphism).
There are precisely 6 nonisomorphic one-factorizations of Kß and 396 nonisomorphic one-factorizations of Kiç>.
N(8) = 10 is proved in [3] and [15] and N(10) = 396 is shown in [4] .
A perfect OF is an OF in which every pair of distinct one-factors forms a Hamiltonian cycle of the graph. Denote Np(2n) to be the number of nonisomorphic perfect OF of K2n . As in the case of N(2n), the exact values of Np(2n) are only known for a few small values of n: THEOREM 1.3. For 2n = 2,4,6,8, and 10, there is a unique perfect onefactorization of K2n (up to isomorphism).
There are precisely 5 nonisomorphic perfect one-factorizations of K\2 [10] .
In [13] , we enumerated nonisomorphic OFs and Howell designs for the graph KXq minus a one-factor. In [14], we constructed some perfect OFs of Äi4. The methods used in the two papers are very similar and are known as orderly algorithms. In using these algorithms, we construct only nonisomorphic OFs, by eliminating isomorphic structures as they are being constructed. The same algorithms could be used to enumerate the OFs of Ki2. However, the number of intermediate (nonisomorphic) structures grows at such an astronomical rate that a complete enumeration of N(12) (or 7Vp(14)) is not feasible at this point in time. Consequently, we modified the orderly algorithms in [13] and [14] to restrict our enumeration to OFs of Ki2, and perfect OFs of Äi4, that contain certain subgroups in their automorphism groups (these algorithms are described in the remainder of this paper). We proved the following results. THEOREM 1.4. There are precisely 56391 nonisomorphic one-factorizations of Ä"i2 that have automorphism groups which are nontrivial and do not consist of 6 disjoint cycles of size 2. THEOREM 1.5. There are precisely 21 nonisomorphic perfect one-factorizations of Ki4 having nontrivial automorphism groups.
For those readers who are interested in orderly algorithms, we recommend the paper by Read [12].
Definitions and Preliminaries.
To explain the orderly algorithms used in this paper, we need the following definitions.
We first need to define orderings on edges, one-factors, etc, of K2n. All orderings are defined lexicographically.
Suppose the vertices are numbered 1,..., 2n. We define an edge to be an ordered pair (p,p') with I < p < p' < 2n. Then given two edges ei = (pi,p[) and e2 = (P2iP'2), we say ei < e2 if either of the following is true: (1) pi < p2, (2) Pi = Pi and p'i < p2. We define a one-factor / as an ordered set of edges, i.e., / = (ei, e2,..., en), where e¿ < e, whenever i < j.
Let A be any subgroup of S2n, the symmetric group of 2n elements. The onefactors of K2n must form disjoint orbits under the action of the group A. We are only interested in those orbits which contain edge-disjoint one-factors. We say these are the eligible orbits under the action of A.
We order the one-factors in an orbit O = (fi, f2, fz,-■■ ,fk) such that /, < fj whenever i < j. We say that /i is the representative of the orbit and write /i = rep(O). We define L(0) = k to be the length of the orbit O.
We are now ready to define orderings on orbits and OFs. For two orbits 0i and 02, we say Oi < 02 if rep(Oi) < rep(02). An OF F is then written as a list of orbits (Oi,02,... ,Om), where 0¿ < Oj whenever t < j. Note that Zi<i<mL(Ol) = 2n-l.
A partial OF F¿ = (Oí ,02,...,Oî) is written as a list of i orbits. We also define R = 2i<j« L(Oj) to t>e tne rank °f ft-Note that when R -2n -1, we have a (complete) "OF.
Let Ut be the set of all one-factors containing the edge (l,i + 1 For two proper partial OFs Fi = (Oi,02,..., Oi) and G¿ = (Pi,P2,..., Pi) that have the same number of orbits i, we say that F¿ < G, if there exists an integer k (1 < k < i) such that rep(0¡) = rep(F;) for all / < k and rep(0¿) < rep(Pfc).
A proper partial OF Fi is said to be A-canonical if F? > Ft for all a e M(í¿), where M(Ft) = {a: a € S2n, and a maps any orbit of F, into an orbit of the same length}. A one-factorization Fi that is A-canonical is in general not canonical as defined in [13] and [14] , since the eligible orbits (one-factors) depend on the prescribed group A. (Some one-factors may not belong to any eligible orbits.) Given an A-canonical OF F, we can determine its canonical form by, for example, mapping all the one-factors of F into the smallest one-factor of K2n, ( (1,2), (3,4),..., (2n -1,2n)). The smallest OF resulting from these mappings is the canonical representation of F (see [13] ).
It is easy to see that if two proper partial OFs of rank R (not necessarily having the same number of orbits), Fi and G3, are distinct and are both A-canonical, then Ft and Gj are nonisomorphic. Also, if F¿ = (Oi,02,... ,Oi) is A-canonical, and 1 < j < *'i then Fj = (Oi,02,..., 03) is also A-canonical.
Let N(A) be the normalizer group of A within S2n; that is, N(A) = {tt: tt~1Att = A, 7T € S2n}. It is easy to see that 7r e N(A) maps any eligible orbit into an eligible orbit of the same length. It should be noted that for a given Fi we have that N(A) < M(Fi), and in general \N(A)\ < \M(Fi)\.
We say F, is quasi-A-canonical if F" > Fi for all a G N(A). A quasi-A-canonical Fi may not be A-canonical, since it is possible to have the situation where all the mappings that take Fi into an isomorphic copy are not in N(A) (for example, refer tocase 20 of Table 3 ).
3. Orderly Algorithms.
In this section we outline the orderly algorithms that were used to obtain the results of this paper. These algorithms are modifications of the algorithms described in [13] and [14] .
There are two ways to generate the OFs: the breadth-first and the depth-first algorithms, as described in the following paragraphs (see also [13] and [14] ). We use N(A) instead of M(f¿) (for a given F%) to eliminate isomorphic structures, for the following two reasons: (1) the number of mappings to be performed is significantly reduced; (2) recalculation of M (Fi) is avoided when í¿ changes. However, the OFs thus generated are not necessarily nonisomorphic. An additional step is therefore required to identify and eliminate the isomorphic copies of these OFs: We first find the canonical representation of these OFs, and then delete any duplications. We remark that when A is the trivial group of order one, all one-factors are eligible orbits of length one. Consequently, these two algorithms reduce to the orderly algorithms described in [13] and [14] . In this case, we would obtain the complete enumeration of the OFs of K2n.
Note that the algorithms above can be easily modified for subclasses of OFs that may be of interest. For example, to enumerate perfect OFs, we modify the algorithms so that pairs of distinct one-factors are both disjoint and Hamiltonian.
One-Factorizations
of Ki2. Let a be a permutation of {1,..., 12} and define A -(a). The generator a of the cyclic group A on 12 elements can have one of 77 different cycle structures (refer to Table 2 ). Many of these cases can be eliminated easily by the following general results on the cycle structure of automorphisms of OFs of K2n. Proof. Suppose the number of fixed points ofais2fc + l(fc>l), and let the fixed points be Pi,i>2,P3i • • • 5P2fc+i-Consider the one-factor / containing the edge {PiiP2}-Then / must be an orbit of length one. But then there exists an edge {pi, qj} (qj is not a fixed point) in / which maps into an edge of another one-factor; hence a contradiction. D LEMMA 4.2. If a is an automorphism of K2n and has more than n fixed points, then the number of fixed points in a is 2n.
Proof. Let the number of fixed points be 2k, where 2k > n. Then there exists an edge of two fixed points in every one-factor of the OF. Every one-factor is thus an orbit of length one. Consequently, each one-factor has k edges made up of the 2k fixed points and it is impossible to have an edge of the form {pi,qj}, where pi is a fixed point and qj is not a fixed point (except the case when all the points in a are fixed points). D LEMMA 4.3. If a is an automorphism of an OF of K2n and has exactly n fixed points, then the remaining n points of a must appear as disjoint 2-cycles.
Proof. Consider the one-factors that are fixed by a. Each of these one-factors has n/2 edges made up of fixed points, so there are exactly n -1 such one-factors.
The remaining n one-factors consist of edges of the form {pi,qj}, where p, is a fixed point and qj is not a fixed point. Therefore, all edges made up of nonfixed points, {qi,qj}, must appear in the n -1 fixed one-factors. Consequently, the nonfixed points can only appear as disjoint 2-cycles in a. O COROLLARY. If n = 2 (mod 4), n > 2, then the number of fixed points in a is not equal to n.
Proof. Consider the n -1 one-factors that are fixed by a. Each of these onefactors has n/2 edges from the n points in the 2-cycles. Since n = 2 (mod 4), each of these one-factors must have at least one edge of the form {ci,c2}, where ci and C2 appear in the same 2-cycle. Now there are n/2 2-cycles (edges) to be filled in these n -1 one-factors. So (n/2) > (n -1), or n < 2. a LEMMA 4.4. If a is a nonidentity automorphism of an OF of K2n and has no fixed points, then the number of3-cycles in a does not equal 1.
Proof. Consider a 3-cycle (bed). Edges {b,c}, {c,d}, and {d,b} appear in 3 distinct one-factors forming an orbit of length 3. Thus we have {b,c} -+ {c,d} -» {d,b} -{b,c} {d, x) -> {b, y} -> {c, z) -» {d, x};
and (x y z) is another 3-cycle. D LEMMA 4.5. Let a be an automorphism of an OF of K2n. If the number of fixed points in a is even and nonzero, and the remaining points form a cycle, then there must be exactly two fixed points in a.
Proof. Let the number of fixed points be 2k, then the number of nonfixed points is 2n -2k and they form a cycle (qi q2 q3 ■ ■ ■ q2n-2k)-Consider the onefactors containing the edge {pt,Pj} made up of fixed points: There are 2k -1 of these one-factors. There is only one way that the nonfixed points may appear in these 2k -1 one-factors: They must appear as edges {qi,qn-k+i}, {<.2,<7n-fc+2}, {q3,qn-k+3}, ■■-, and {<7n-fc,<72n-2fc}-Thus 2k -1 = 1 and hence the number of fixed points is two. D LEMMA 4.6. Let a be an automorphism of an OF of K2n. If there is a 2-cycle (be) in a, then the OF has an orbit of length one.
Proof. The one-factor containing the edge {b, c} must be fixed by a. D COROLLARY. If a has exactly one fixed point, then there cannot be an 2-cycles in a.
Proof. If o has exactly one fixed point, then there does not exist any one-factor fixed by a. Consequently, there cannot be any 2-cycles in a. G LEMMA 4.7. Let a be an automorphism of an OF of K2n. If a has two cycles of lengths LI and L2 (LI < L2), then LCM(L1, L2) < 2n -1.
Proof. Let the Ll-cycle be denoted (pi p2 .. -Pli), and the L2-cycle be denoted by (<7i q-2 ■ ■ -qhi)-Since LI ^ L2, the one-factor / containing the edge {pi,c7i} is in an orbit of length greater than one. So / maps into another one-factor containing the edge {p2,q2}, which in turn maps into the one-factor containing the edge {P3><73}> and so on. Thus the one-factor containing {pi,<7i} is in an orbit of length LCM(L1, L2). Hence LCM(L1, L2) <2n-l. D THEOREM 4.8. There are at most 18 cycle structures of a that admit OFs for Ki2-Proof. Using Lemmas 4.1 to 4.7, we eliminated all but 29 cases (refer to Table  2 ). Of these 29 cases, we can eliminate 11 further cases, by observing that an for some n > 1 is not an admissible automorphism. As an example, for case 24, a has cycle structure 6X32. But then a3 has cycle structure 2316, which is case 74 and is ruled out by the corollary to Lemma 4.3.
For those cases that are not eliminated by the above lemmas and hence may admit OFs, we resort to the help of computer. We implemented the two algorithms in PASCAL/VS on the Amdahl/580 computer at the University of Manitoba. All the cases in Table 2 except cases 71 and 77 are dealt with in this paper. For cases 72 and 73, we first used the breadth-first algorithm to construct F4, then extended the proper partial OFs in F4 to complete OFs by the depth-first algorithm. For the other cases, only the depth-first algorithm was used.
Both cases 71 and 77 require a large amount of computing time. Case 77 is equivalent to a complete enumeration of the OFs of Kx2, which is out of our reach at this point in time. Case 71 involves constructing OFs containing automorphisms of six 2-cycles. Instead of dealing with case 71 in its entirety, we looked at the subproblem of the enumeration of OFs that contain two automorphisms of six 2-cycles. That is, we have A = (aua2), where en = ((12)(34)(56)(78)(910)(1112)) and a2 = (13)(24)(57)(68)(911)(1012)).
(It turns out that, up to isomorphism, this is the only admissible case for given ai.) We refer to this as case 78 in Table 3 . Similar to cases 72 and 73, we used the combination of breadth-first and depth-first algorithms.
Therefore, we have enumerated all OFs of Kx2 except those containing exactly one automorphism of six 2-cycles and those with the trivial automorphism group.
In Table 3 we list the cases that admit at least one OF and the associated statistics.
It is interesting to note that there are 6 cases where A^(A) did not eliminate all the isomorphic OFs (cases 20, 44, 46, 47, 73 and 78).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Of these 30 pairs of OFs, 6 of them have the full automorphism groups of order 12, and 21 have order 24. The automorphism groups of these 27 pairs of OFs each contain a unique cyclic subgroup B = <(135)(246)(7911)((81012)}. Since B is unique, any a that takes an OF into its isomorphic copy must also map B into B; that is, a G N(B) . Thus, if we use N(B) instead of N(A), we would be able to eliminate the 27 isomorphic OFs.
Each of the remaining 3 pairs of OFs has a full automorphism group of order 48, and each has 4 copies of Z3 in its automorphism group. In each of these three cases, there exists an a G N(B) which takes an OF into is isomorphic copy. Here again, using N(B) would have eliminated the 3 isomorphic OFs.
It should be emphasized that, in general, we do not know what the full automorphism groups look like beforehand. Consequently, the best strategy is perhaps to use the normalizer of the prescribed subgroup N(A) to obtain the quasi-A-canonical OFs, followed by testing these OFs for isomorphism. The statistics on Ki2 indicates that N(A) is able to get rid of most of the isomorphic OFs. We would like to point out that, in certain situations, however, the normalizer of the prescribed group N(A) is sufficient to eliminate isomorphic OFs; that is, quasi-A-canonical OFs are nonisomorphic in these cases. This result is as follows (see [8] and [11] ): THEOREM 4.9. Suppose two OFs F an G of Kn+i contain Zn in their automorphism groups, where n is an odd prime or the product of two distinct odd primes. If F is isomorphic to G, then Fa = G for some a G N(Zn).
Thus for A = Zu, the OFs of Ä"12 constructed with the use of N(A) are nonisomorphic (case 2 in Tables 2 and 3) . Table 1 gives the distribution of the orders of automorphism groups for the OFs of Ä"i2 constructed in this p"^er. Note that the numbers in Table 1 are exact, with the exception of the number of OFs of order 2.
The CPU time for all cases dealt with in this paper, except 72, 73 and 78, added up to about 40 minutes. Case 72 took 7.5 hours, case 73 needed 30 hours, and case 78 consumed about 17 hours. These timings include the final step to determine the canonical representations and eliminate the isomorphic OFs.
Perfect One-Factorizations
of Kn. The algorithms outlined in Section 2 were also used to construct perfect OFs of Kxi, and some results were reported in [14] . Here, we give a complete report of our findings.
We were able to prove that there are exactly 21 perfect OFs of Kn with nontrivial automorphism groups. In fact, the algorithms described in this paper helped find 6 new perfect OFs (sets 16-20 in [14] , and set 21 in Table 5 ), in addition to the 11 new perfect OFs found by the orderly algorithms in [14] .
We started by looking at the cycle structure of the generator a of the cyclic group on 14 elements. In total, there are 135 possibilities. Many of them can be eliminated easily. In fact, Ihrig proved in [6] that the cycle structure of a must be one of the forms given in the following lemma. Case (10) can be eliminated since a3 has the form 21!12, which is not admissible. D We list in Table 4 those cases that admit at least one perfect OF for Ku and the associated statistics. As in Ki2, we omit the case involving the trivial automorphism (case 14). In total, approximately 10 hours of computer time was required for the remaining 12 cases (including the time required to determine the canonical representation of the perfect OFs constructed).
Of special interest is case 12 (where a = ((12)(34) • • • (13 14))). It is not difficult to see that the seven edges from the seven 2-cycles of a must either (i) appear in the same one-factor, or (ii) appear in seven distinct one-factors. An OF of type (i) would have one orbit of one-factors of length 1 and six orbits of length 2, and type (ii) would have seven orbits of length 1 and three orbits of length 2. In using orderly algorithms for these two subcases, we omit canonicity testing (645120 mappings would have been needed for each Fi), and test the OFs for isomorphism after they have been created. In [6] , Ihrig defined a P element to be an automorphism of n 2-cycles of a perfect OF of K2n, the cycles of which form the edges of a one-factor of the perfect OF. Thus, an OF of type (i) contains a P element. Ihrig observed that, other than the perfect OF of A4, there is no other example known of a perfect OF of K2n containing a P element. Our computer search did not find any perfect OF of type (i) for Ku, suggesting that perhaps perfect OFs of K2n containing a P element do not exist for n > 2.
There are 165 perfect OFs of type (ii), of which 4 are nonisomorphic.
The information on the number of orbits and distinct one-factors listed in Table 4 for case 12 pertains to type (ii). 
